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              ABSTRACT

The Kirkendall effect refers to the formation of the so-called ‘Kirkendall voids’ caused by the difference in diffusion rates 
between two species. It is a classical phenomenon in metallurgy and since its discovery, the Kirkendall effect has been 
observed in different alloy systems. The development of the hollow interior consists of two main steps. The first step is the 
formation of the small Kirkendall voids near the original interface via a bulk diffusion process. The second step is a 
consequence of the surface diffusion of the core material (the fast-diffusing species) along the pore surface. Since hollow 
and porous structures have attracted tremendous attention due to their common applications in sensor systems, chemical 
reactors, catalysis, drug delivery, environmental engineering, biotechnology, etc., the Kirkendall effect dominates in the 
fabrication of hollow nanostructures. These nanostructures play a key role in the biological applications of hollow materials 
such as labeling of cellular structures/molecules, drug loading, encapsulation, delivery and release, bio-labeling, biosensors, 
magnetic resonance imaging, and biomedicine vehicles.
Key words: Kirkendall Effect, Hollow Structures, Nanostructure Synthesis.
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  1. INTRODUCTION
rnest Kirkendall investigated the inter-diffusion 
between copper and zinc in brass at high 
temperatures (1, 2). He observed a shift in the 

initial interface and shrinkage in the core of the brass alloy 
due to unequal diffusion rates of copper and zinc atoms in 
brass. This is shown in Figure 1 (2, 3). In this figure, the 
dash square indicates the interface between β-brass and 
copper at the start of the experiment (the diffusion 
interface). The square with the length D is the original β-
brass and copper interface. The width B represents a shell 
of α-brass which is newly formed. The internal square 
indicates the exterior boundary of β-brass at time t. The 
space A represents the real volume change of α-brass. In 
fact, β-brass changes to a denser copper-α-brass due to the 
transition of the original interface. From the results of this 
experiment, Kirkendall concluded that zinc diffusion into 
copper is faster than the copper diffusion into the brass (2, 
4). Whereas, the essential diffusivity of zinc was 2.5 
times of copper at elevated temperature. This process led 
to the real displacement of the initial interface. Also, the 
Kirkendall experiment proved that the defect formation is a 
consequence of different diffusivities of the lattice atoms. 

These atomic defects are the so-called vacancies in most 
alloys and metals. Accumulation of additional vacancies 
can result in the formation of ‘Kirkendall voids’ near the 
bond interface. This phenomenon is known as the 
Kirkendall effect. The formation of the Kirkendall voids 
affects the properties of the interfaces and weakens the 
bonding strength of the interface. Basically, the Kirkendall 
voids are considered as a troublemaker (2, 5). However, in 
recent years, the Kirkendall effect has been applied in 
nanotechnology for the design and fabrication of hollow 
structures (6). When the inter-diffusion between two parts 
of a nanomaterial is unequal, the net rate of vacancy 
production leads to the formation of a single void, finally 
resulting in the formation of hollow structures. Synthesis 
of nanostructured materials with hollow interiors is 
particularly important due to potential applications of these 
materials in chemical reactors, sensor systems, catalysis, 
drug delivery, ion exchange, encapsulation, environmental 
engineering, energy-storage media, biomedical diagnosis, 
artificial cells, and the paint industry (4, 7-12). Therefore, 
the Kirkendall effect, as one of the effective diffusion 
methods, has recently attracted the interest of many 
researchers for the synthesis and study of hollow 
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nanostructures (3, 6, 7). It is worth mentioning that there 
are some synthetic strategies such as hard templating, 
sacrificial templating, soft templating and template-free 
methods for the synthesis of hollow structures, wherein the 

Kirkendall effect could play a vital role, such as synthesis 
of diverse hollow nanostructures of chalcogenides, 
phosphides, sulfides, selenides and metal-oxides (4).

Figure 1. A conventional model for the Kirkendall effect and evaluation of the inter-diffusion of copper and zinc in brass

Therefore, different hollow nanostructures can be 
synthesized under domination of the Kirkendall effect. 
These hollow nanostructures have a higher surface to 
volume ratio, compared to the solid counterparts with the 
same sizes. Various drugs and biomolecules can be 
incorporated in the interior part of the hollow 
nanostructures, while their outer surfaces can be 
functionalized by active or targeting agents (13, 14). 
Hollow nanostructures have applications in different areas 
of biomedicine including simultaneous diagnosis and 
therapy (15). In 2004, Alivisatos and co-workers utilized 
the Kirkendall effect for the first time in formation of 
hollow spherical cobalt sulfide nanocrystals. In the 
synthesis process, cobalt nanocrystals reacted with 
elemental sulfur at 180 C. A consequence of this 
reaction was transformation of metallic cobalt nanocrystals 
into hollow cobalt sulfide nanocrystals of either Co3S4 or 
Co9S8, depending on the sulfur-to-cobalt molar ratio used 

in the synthesis. The formation of hollow cobalt sulfide 
nanocrystals was attributed to the outer-diffusion of cobalt 
atoms being faster than that of the inter-diffusion of sulfur 
atoms (4, 16). In this paper, after a brief presentation of the 
theory of the Kirkendall effect, formation of different types 
of nanostructures via this physical phenomenon was 
reviewed.

2. THEORY
Substitutional diffusion, as a kinetic phenomenon, has a 
vital role in solid-state phase transformations (17). The 
kinetics of the Kirkendall-type diffusion is explained based 
on a common model of one-dimensional steady-state 
diffusion controlled by Fick’s first law (diffusion of mass 
and the vacancies by concentration gradient) (5, 18). 
Figure 2 shows the interface of two materials A and B, 
which can inter-diffuse together with unequal diffusion 
rates.
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of an unequal diffusion fluxes at the interface of two materials A and B (a). The unequal of atomic fluxes are 
equilibrated by means of a flux of vacancies. A stepwise mechanism for the generation of hollow nanostructures via the Kirkendall effect (b-d). The 

formation of voids near the interface via bulk diffusion (b). The expansion of the hollow core by the surface diffusion process (c). The material 
exchange proceeds through the revealed gaps during the growth that this gap resulted in the evacuation of the nanoparticles (d)

In Figure 2 (a), for the diffusion fluxes if JA>JB, the voids 
are formed close to the A/AB interface during the bulk 
inter-diffusion of vacancies. Therefore, a net flux of 
vacancies is generated that equilibrates the unequal atomic 
fluxes (Jv=JA-JB). These voids are in contact with the inner 
product surface, and then the hollow core is propagated by 
the surface diffusion of the remaining A atoms. The 
material exchange continues via direct dissolution in 
solution phase or evaporation in gas phase, and the gaps 
lead to emptying the particles (Figure 2 (d)). The kinetics 
of the volume flux and also inspected timescales and the 
experimental standard for the fabrication of hollow 
nanospheres were discussed (2, 5). These treatments were 
investigated using a spherically layered structure of 
Ni/Ni2Si/Si, as an example. Assume a spherical particle of 
nickel as the core, and another spherical particle of silicon 
as the shell. Reaction of the core and shell generates the 
compound NimSin which shapes up between nickel and 
silicon. If r1 and r2 are the radius of the inner and outer 
surface of NimSin, respectively, the outward growth rate of 
NimSin layer at time t will be:
    dr2 / dt = {[nNi DNi CNi r1]} / [r2 (r2 - r1)]    (1)
where nNi is the volume density of nickel in the NimSin 
layer and DNi and ∆CNi are the diffusivity and 
concentration difference, respectively. To generate the 
hollow structures, the following condition must be 
attained:
{n DNi CNi / m DSi CSi} + 1 > r2

3 - r1
3     (2)

Figure 3 (a) shows a bilayer structure of Ni/Si; a Ni2Si 
layer is formed at the Ni/Si interface after annealing. In 
this structure, the nickel diffusivity is greater than that of 
silicon for the growth of Ni2Si. It is obvious that the 
interfacial area doesn’t change during the growth, and the 
thickening of the layered structure occurs. The layer 
thickening is controlled by Fick’s first law of diffusion. 
The velocity of the interface between Ni2Si and silicon is:
dx / dt = [D / C

eq - C
eq] [dC / dx] (3)

Dβ denotes the diffusion coefficient of nickel in Ni2Si, dCβ 
/dx represents the concentration gradient of nickel at the 
Ni2Si/Si interface, C

eq and C
eq indicate equilibrium 

concentrations of nickel in Ni2Si and silicon, and dx / dt 
denotes the velocity of the interface between Ni2Si and 
silicon. There is a parabolic dependence of layer thickness 
on time in diffusion-governed process. In Figure 3 (b), the 
outer-diffusion of nickel to create a shell of Ni2Si will 
result in a void in the core of nanostructure. Considering 
that, the thickening of a shell of Ni2Si transforms both the 
interface areas. The effect of the Gibbs-Thomson potential 
has been examined in the thickening rate of the compound 
layer (the diffusion phenomenon thermodynamically 
materialized due to the difference of the chemical potential 
of atoms between the inner and outer surfaces in 
nanospheres). Here, the focus is on the outer-diffusion of 
nickel species and the enlargement rate of the spherical 
interface at r2 is (18):

dr2 / dt  (Dβ / kT) [-β / (r2 - r1)]  (4)
where
 β = Gsilicide + (22/r2 + 21/r1) = Gsilicide + 2 (2/r2 
+ 1/r1) (5)
In the above equation, r1 and r2 are the position of the inner 
and outer boundaries, respectively,  is the atomic volume 
of nickel in the product phase, Gsilicide represents the 
formation energy of Ni2Si phase, and 1 and 2 denote the 
interfacial energy. Equation (1) refers to the direction 
reaction that is governed by thermodynamics. In the cases 
whose quantities of r1 and r2 are very small, and the 
interfacial energy () is very high, the Gibbs-Thomson 
effect may thermodynamically prevent the outer-diffusion 
flux in equation (1). Consequently, the hollow 
nanostructures can’t be formed by an external pressure. 
This process can be explained by the equation:  = 2/r, 
and the applied stress  leads to a shrinkage in the pore 
size since the extra vacancy accumulation is reduced. The 
vacancy concentration at the inner surface which is under a 
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negative pressure CV
in = CV

0 exp (2/kTrin) is greater 
than that of the outer surface which is under a positive 
pressure CV

out = CV
0 exp (2/kTrout) (2). Therefore, after 

annealing a hollow nanocrystal at high temperature, 
vacancy fluxes outside the inner surface are absorbed at the 

outer surface, and change the hollow nanocrystal to a solid 
nanocrystal, because the surface energy of a solid 
nanosphere is lower toward the surface energy of a hollow 
nanostructure. As a result, a hollow nanoparticle is 
thermodynamically unstable (18, 19). 

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the cross-section (a) and spherically (b) layered structures of Ni/Ni2Si/Si. Nickel is the out-diffusing species. A 
Ni2Si layer is formed at the Ni/Si interface that will result in the formation of a void in the core

Therefore, the suitable temperature is highly important. In 
the mentioned planner structure, a shell of Ni2Si of 
nanothickness is also unstable, as shown in Figure 3 a, 
because it transforms into a spherical structure. It should 
be mentioned that in classical metallurgy, a lamellar 
pearlite will change into a spherical pearlite when it 
undergoes ageing  (18).

3. HOLLOW NANOSTRUCTURES VIA THE 
KIRKENDALL EFFECT
3.1. Hollow nanoparticles
Hollow nanoparticles with interior void and controlled 
shell thickness are suitable for fabrication of lightweight 
materials and for catalysis and nanoelectronics applications 
(19, 20). In this manner, synthesis of hollow nanoparticles 
has attracted much attention in recent years and various 
methods for their preparation have been reported (21). A 
more conventional method to fabricate hollow 
nanoparticles is based on two steps.  Nanoparticles are 
fabricated first and then the Kirkendall effect leads to 
formation of the hollow nanostructure. Monodispersed 
Fe3O4 hollow nanoparticles were synthesized by oxidation 
of Fe-Fe3O4 nanoparticles. Nanoparticles of Fe3O4, as a 
superparamagnetic material, were fabricated with a size 
smaller than 20 nm (22). Iron nanoparticles were firstly 
synthesized by means of thermal decomposition of iron 
pentacarbonil [Fe(CO)5] in the presence of oleylamine (20, 

22). It should be mentioned that the iron nanoparticles are 
chemically unstable (20). Therefore, these nanoparticles 
were further oxidized by air at room temperature to form 
the core-shell Fe/Fe3O4 nanoparticles. Then, the oxidation 
of Fe-Fe3O4 nanoparticles was followed up by 
trimethylamine N-oxide (Me3NO) as an oxygen-transfer 
reagent, resulting in the formation of monodispersed 
hollow Fe3O4 nanoparticle with controlled size through the 
Kirkendall effect (Figure 4) (16, 21, 23). The experimental 
results demonstrated that adjusting the reaction 
temperature and time is essential (increase in the 
temperature >200 C and time) to attain the conditions of 
formation of hollow structures through the Kirkendall 
effect (4). The outer-diffusion of metallic iron was faster 
than that of the inter-diffusion of oxygen. Thus, Fe3O4 
accumulated at the metal-oxide interface rather than in the 
inner part of the core. The transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) images show that the formed iron 
bridges between the core and shell lead to a fast outward 
diffusion of iron atoms and it stays joined to the shell to 
the extent that the core is perfectly consumed (20, 22). A 
similar approach dominates the synthesis of bismuth oxide 
hollow nanoparticles (23), hollow CoO nanoparticles (24), 
CuO hollow nanoparticles (25, 26) and Cu2O hollow 
structure (27). Laser light was also used for oxidation and 
conversion of metal nanoparticles into metal oxides and 
sulfides (28).
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Figure 4. A stepwise mechanism for the generation of the hollow Fe3O4 nanoparticle

NiFe2O4 hollow magnetic nanoparticles were synthesized 
by Ni33Fe67 nanoparticles as the starting material via invert 
gas condensation technique (29). Invert gas condensation 
technique is the physical adsorption of a famous probe at 
diverse concentrations by a solid surface (30). Then, a 
NiFe2O4 shell was formed via the oxygen passivation of 
the alloy nanoparticle. Finally, the as-prepared core/shell 
Ni33Fe67/NiFe2O4 structure was annealed in the air at three 
temperatures of 350, 450, and 550 C (29). During the 
reaction, control of the reaction temperature and time 
affects the final product (31). Therefore, these gas-solid 
reactions under optimized reaction time and temperature 
conditions resulted in formation and collapsing voids in the 
single phase NiFe2O4 structure. Figure 5 schematically 
illustrates the fabrication/collapse mechanism of NiFe2O4 

hollow spheres. It also reveals that generation/collapse 
processes of NiFe2O4 hollow nanospheres are dependent 
on reaction temperature and time. As shown in this figure, 
formation of NiFe2O4 hollow structure leads to a larger 
surface area, compared to the non-hollow nanoparticles. 
Increase in the reaction temperature was a reason for a 
complete collapse of the holes and finally resulted in 
formation of non-hollow nanoparticles (29). This 
methodology is also suitable for fabricating other types of 
hollow or core-shell-void transition-metal oxide 
nanoparticles (20).

Figure 5. A schematic illustration of the fabrication/collapse mechanism of NiFe2O4 hollow spheres as a function of the reaction temperature and 
time

Hollow nickel oxide, sulfide, selenide, or phosphide 
nanoparticles (7, 32, 33) and Cu7S4 hollow hexagonal-like 
nanoparticles [34] were synthesized via the Kirkendall 
effect. Hollow Ni2P Nanoparticles were synthesized using 
trioctylphosphine (TOP) as a phosphorus source in the 
solution phase at moderate temperatures. The experimental 
results have demonstrated that TOP, as a strong ligand 
toward metals, has a high reactivity with nanosized Ni 
particles. Thus, the first well-dispersed FCC Ni 
nanoparticles with an average size of about 12 nm were 
formed. TOP concentration has an essential role in 
formation of hollow products. Also, TOP can dissolve 
some surface atoms of Ni Nanoparticles and create Ni-

TOP complexes and the compact Ni2P Nanoparticles have 
probably been fabricated from decomposition of these 
complexes. Finally, the hollow Ni2P Nanoparticles were 
formed by means of diluted TOP with a solvent such as 1-
octadecene and oleylamine which was also used as a 
protecting surfactant for the same reaction. According to 
the Kirkendall effect, at sufficiently high temperature the 
diffusion of Ni in the core crossing the prior formed Ni2P 
layer is faster than that of phosphorus atoms. The void was 
formed at the center due to the net inward flux of vacancies. 
These hollow nanoparticles are a single crystal (7). This 
approach was also applied to the synthesis of hollow 
intermetallic Ni-Zn nanoparticles (34, 35). In Table 1, 
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hollow nanoparticles synthesized via the Kirkendall effect 
were summarized.

Table 1. Hollow nanoparticles synthesized via the Kirkendall effect

Material Synthesis route Reference

Ni2O hollow nanoparticles Reaction of nickel acetate, oleylamine, trioctylphosphine and 1-octadecene (7)

Monodispersed Fe3O4 hollow nanoparticles Oxidation of Fe-Fe3O4 nanoparticles (22)

Bismuth oxide hollow nanoparticles Thermal decomposition of bismuth 2-ethylhexanoate dissolved in a mixture of 
oleylamine and dichlorobenzene (23)

Hollow CoO nanoparticles Chemical transformation of cobalt nanoparticles through oxidation in air (24)

CuO hollow nanoparticles Oxidizing copper/graphene at 300 °C (25)

CuO hollow nanospheres Thermal oxidation with Cu2O solid nanospheres (26)

Cu2O hollow structure Oxidation of copper nanoparticles (27)

ZnS hollow nanoparticles Oxidation and conversion of metal nanoparticles by laser light (28)

NiFe2O4 hollow nanoparticles Invert gas condensation using Ni33Fe67 nanoparticles (29)

Ni2P hollow nanoparticles Mild temperature solution reaction using triphenylphosphine (32)

Ni2P hollow nanoparticles Reaction of metal nanoparticles with a phophorus precursor (33)

NiS hollow nanoparticles Reaction of metal nanoparticles with a sulfide precursor (33)

NiSe hollow nanoparticles Reaction of metal nanoparticles with a selenide precursor (33)

Cu7S4 hollow nanoparticles Template-based method using Cu2O nanocubes (34)

Ni-Zn hollow nanoparticles Chemical conversion of nickel nanoparticles (35)

Hollow cobalt oxide nanoparticles Deposition on a water-air interface (36)

Pt-based hollow nanoparticles Electrosynthesis (37)

CdSe hollow nanoparticles Slow heating of a low-melting-point metal salt (38)

Porous hollow iron oxide nanoparticles supported on CNTsa Fe@FexOy/CNT etching with dilute nitric acid (39)

Single crystal hollow silver nanoparticles Reduction of silver oxide nanoparticles capped with glutathione (40)

-Fe2O3 hollow nanoparticles Oxidation of carbon-encapsulated iron carbide nanoparticles in air (41)

Fe3O4 hollow nanospheres Iron nanoparticles oxidation (42)

Mg(NH2)2 hollow nanospheres NH3 reaction with Mg3N2 nanocubes (43)

aCarbon nanotubes

3.2. Hollow nanotubes
Spinel oxides with the composition of AB2O4 are generated 
according to the following reaction:
AO + B2O3  AB2O4          (6)
where A and B are metals with the valences of (II) and 
(III), respectively (44). Metal aluminates (MAl2O4) with 
spinel structure have attracted much attention because of 
their technological applications such as oxidation catalysts, 
pigment and high alumina cement. Also, nanostructured 
aluminates achieve improved properties like better 
diffusion, greater thermal stability, and ductility (45). 
Hollow single-crystal ZnAl2O4 spinel nanotube was 
synthesized (16). Firstly, single-crystalline ZnO nanowires 
(Figure 6 a), as substrate, were synthesized via the vapor 
phase method. Then, the nanowires were uniformly coated 
with Al2O3 by atomic layer deposition (ALD) and the 

thickness of the Al2O3 wall was governed by means of the 
number of ALD cycles (16, 46, 47). The precipitation 
occurred at 200 C by means of trimethylaluminum 
[Al(CH3)3] and water as the alumina and oxygen precursor 
(2, 16). Therefore, a core-shell nanowire (ZnO-Al2O3, 
Figure 6 b) is the starting material. The core/shell 
nanowires were annealed into an open quartz tube oven at 
700 C for 3h, resulting in the interfacial solid-state 
reaction and preferential outwarding the ZnO species. The 
voids are generated near the interface and final ZnAl2O4 
spinel nanotubes with a wall thickness of 10 nm and a 
diameter of 40 nm were obtained (Figure 6 c). If a 
dendritic ZnO nanocrystal is used as the substrate, the 
same annealing and ALD process, the branched tubular 
spinel nanocrystals will be obtained (16). An important 
point in this process is the reaction temperature during the 
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annealing process, because a reasonable temperature 
caused the formation of spinel nanotubes with a governed 

wall thickness (48).

Figure 6. Schematic representation of the formation mechanism of the ZnAl2O4 spinel nanotubes

For the synthesis of MgAl2O4, MgO nanowires were 
employed. MgO nanowires are highly reactive, and then 
they act as a sacrificing template for MgAl2O4. Also, 
spinels such as MgAl2O4, MgFe2O4, MgIn2O4, MgCr2O4 
can be synthesized by reactions between the MgO 

substrate and the other oxide (49). Figure 7 shows the 
reaction steps of the samples synthesized with this route. 
Again, the outer-diffusion of ZnO core in the spinel layer 
is greater than the inter-diffusion of the Al2O3 shell.

(a)

 (b)
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Figure 7. Formation of nanotubes using nanowire or nanotube templates. Fabrication of core-shell nanowires by means of elimination of the core 
via etching or dissolution (a). Formation of complex compositions by reaction between shell material and a tube (b)

ZnO-ZnS core-shell nanowires were synthesized by 
sulfidation of ZnO nanowires through the Kirkendall effect 
(50). The Kirkendall effect caused the formation of 
hexagonal-shape voids inside the crystalline ZnO core and 
six symmetrically located {1010} planes. In another study, 
polycrystalline Co9S8 nanotubes were synthesized using 
Co(CO3)0.35Cl0.20(OH)1.10 nanorod bunches as sacrificial 
hard templates through a hydrothermal route (51). Co9S8 
nanotubes were formed due to the difference in diffusion 
rates between the cobalt source and the sulfur ions. These 

nanotubes show paramagnetic property instead of 
ferromagnetic property, which may be due to the fact that 
the nanotubes are composed of many tiny nanoparticles. In 
Table 2, hollow nanotubes synthesized via the Kirkendall 
effect are summarized.

Table 2. Hollow nanotubes synthesized via the Kirkendall effect
Material Synthesis route Reference
ZnAl2O4 hollow nanotubes Template-based method using ZnO nanowires (16)
MgAl2O4 hollow nanotubes Template-based method by reactions between the MgO substrate and the other oxide (49)
MgFe2O4 hollow nanotubes Template-based method by reactions between the MgO substrate and the other oxide (49)
MgIn2O4 hollow nanotubes Template-based method by reactions between the MgO substrate and the other oxide (49)
MgCr2O4 hollow nanotubes Template-based method by reactions between the MgO substrate and the other oxide (49)
ZnO-ZnS core-shell nanowires Sulfidation of ZnO nanowires (50)
Co9S8 nanotubes Hydrothermal reaction (51)
SnO2 nanofibers/nanotubes Electrospinning method (52)
Carbon-SnO2 core-shell hybrid nanofibers Electrospinning method (53)
ZnO nanotubes Hydrothermal reaction (54)
Thin tubular ZnO nanostructure Hydrothermal reaction (55)
Zn2SnO4 nanotubes Hydrothermal reaction (56)
Zr-doped ceria nanotubes Hydrothermal reaction (57)
ZnO-carbon composite tubular Hydrothermal reaction (58)
SrTiO3 nanotubes Hydrothermal reaction (59)
Co3S4 nanotubes Hydrothermal reaction (60)
Tubular BaTiO3 Solvothermal  method (61)
Manganese ferrite nanotubes Solvothermal  method (62)
Co3O4 nanotubes Oxidation process (63)
NiO nanotubes Oxidation process (64)
Ultra-thin ZnO nanotubes Oxidation process (65)
Co3O4, ZnS, CdS, and CdSe nanotubes Oxidation process (66)
Cu2O and CuO nanotubes Thermal oxidation method (67)
Nickel oxide nanotubes Thermal oxidation method (68)
Sn doped CuO nanotubes Thermal oxidation method (69)
Crystalline Bi2Te3 nanotubes Solution-based method (70)
ZnS nanotubes Solution-based method (71)
Single-crystal ZnO nanorods Solution-based method (71)
Ferric molybdate nanotubes Solid-state reaction (72)
Ferric molybdate nanotubes Solid-state reaction (73)
MgO nanotube Gas-solid reaction (74)
CuS nanotube Gas-solid reaction (75)
CeO2 Nanotubes Solid-liquid  reaction (76)
ZnS on ZnO nanorods Sulfidation method (77)
Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 nanowire-in nanotubes Electrospinning method (78)
NiCo2S4 porous nanotubes Template-based method (79)
Ni2P nanotubes Template-based method (80)
Cu-Au alloy nanotubes Template-based method (81)
Cu2O Nanotubes Template-based method (82)
ZnO nanotubes Template-based method (83)
ZnO nanoflakes Template-based method (83)
Silver-doped CeO2 nanotubes Deposition-based method (84)
Coaxial microtuble nanolaminate Atomic layer deposition (85)
Cr2Te4O11 and Mn2TeO6 nanotubes Chemical conversion method (86)
ZnO/ZnS core/shell nanorods and diverse metal sulfide nanotubes Chemical conversion method (87)
FeS nanotubes Sulfurization (88)
poly(o-toluidine) nanofibers and nanotubes Swelling-evaporation method (89)
Zn2SiO4-SiOx coaxial nanotubes One-step thermal annealing process (90)
Zn2SiO4-nanoparticle-chain-embedded SiOx nanotubes One-step thermal annealing process (90)
Zn2SiO4-SiOx coaxial nanotubes One-step thermal annealing process (90)
Fe(OH)3 nanotubes Calcination (91)
CdCl2 nanotubes Head-to-end assembled process (92)
Platinum nanotubes Sacrificing the exterior of tellurium nanowires (93)
NaNbO3 nanotubes A multi-step reaction (94)
Copper oxide nanotubes Magnetron sputtering deposition-thermal oxidation (95)
Cadmium nanocrystalline shells Chemical reactions (96)
Platinum nanotubes with single crystalline nanoflakes Sacrificing the nickel nanorods (97)

3.3. Hollow nanoneedles
Inorganic hollow needle-shaped nanostructures have 
attracted much attention due to their applications in field-
emitting devices, novel optoelectronic, and biosensors. 
Furthermore, nanoneedles with hollow interior represent a 
lower density and higher surface area toward solid 
nanoneedles (36, 98, 99). ZnS hollow nanoneedles were 

synthesized based on Kirkendall effect (36, 98). In the 
synthesis, ZnO nanoneedles with lower symmetrical 
geometries were used as self-sacrificed templates. ZnO 
nanoneedles show a high rate of electron tunneling and 
high electric field (36). These nanoneedles have a sharp tip 
with a radius of about 8.9 nm which would make electron 
emission easy (100). Therefore, they represent a powerful 
ultraviolet excitonic emission but slight visible emission. 
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These nanoneedles can be synthesized via various 
approaches such as vapor phase method on silicon or 
gallium-doped ZnO film substrate (36, 101). 
Thioacetamide (TAA) was also used as a sulfide source for 
the synthesis of ZnS hollow nanoneedles. The reactions 
are:

ZnO + H2O  Zn2+ + 2OH-          (7)
CH3CSNH2 + 3OH-  CH3COO- + NH3 + S2- + H2O          
(8)

CH3CSNH2 + H2O  CH3CONH2 + H2S          (9)
H2S HS- + H+          (10)
HS-  S2- + H+          (11)
S2- + Zn2+  ZnS          (12)

Sulfide ions were released from TAA and react with 
dissolved zinc ions from ZnO needles at 90-120 C for 5h 
(Figure 8 a1). 

Figure 8. A schematic image of the fabrication of ZnS hollow nanoneedles based on the modified Kirkendall effect

As a result, the ZnS shell shapes up on the ZnO surface 
(ZnO/ZnS) via chemical reaction (Figure 8 a2). 
Simultaneously, the reaction between TAA and hydroxyl 
ions initiates an excessive driving force for the Zn outer-
diffusion from the ZnO needle core and finally the 
Kirkendall effect will lead to formation of ZnS hollow 
nanoneedles at 120C (Figure 8 a). The zinc outer-
diffusion from ZnO needle core leads to formation of 
vacancies at the interface of the ZnO core and the ZnS 
shell (Figure 8 b1). Then the extra vacancies can form the 
void at the tip (Figure 8 b2). The bottom part of the 
nanoneedle has a bigger size as compared to the tip; for 
this reason, diffusion is very hard. It should be mentioned 
that the multiple voids formed in this part and at the end 
part (Figure 8 b3) resulted in formation of the core and 
shell. Consequently, the multiple voids accumulate into a 
single void after migration due to the decrease in the 
surface energy. The tip part has also a small size; therefore, 
the formed voids can be sealed. However, the sealing 
effect does not occur at the bottom end due to its large size. 
Therefore, ZnS hollow nanoneedles with a closed tip and 
an open end are generated (Figure 8 b4) (36).

3.4. Hollow nanofibers
Nanofibers are suitable candidates for a broad range of 
applications including high efficiency filters, drug carriers, 
tissue engineering and sensing (102-104). Recently, it has 
been demonstrated that polymer nanofibers with hollow 
structures can reinforce material properties for the 
aforementioned applications. Porous hollow SnO2 
nanofibers were synthesized based on Kirkendall effect. 
During this process, core/shell polyvinylpyrrolidone 

(PVP)/Sn precursor structures were prepared firstly by 
means of adding SnCl4.5H2O into PVP dissolved in 
ethanol/DMF (N, N-dimethylformamide) solvent mixture. 
Then the solution was electrospun (105). Electrospinning 
as a novel and efficient fabrication process is capable of 
producing polymer nanofibers using an electrostatically 
driven jet of polymer solution or polymer melt. This 
electrostatic processing method uses a high-voltage electric 
field to fabricate solid fibers from a polymer liquid (106, 
107). Also, a fibrous mat was created on an aluminum foil. 
Finally, these electrospun fibers were calcinated at 600 C 
for 3h for the creation of hollow SnO2 nanofibers. 
Therefore, PVP as the sacrificial template was decomposed 
rapidly. The perfect decomposition of PVP resulted in 
some SnO2 particles on the surface area and the immense 
tin precursors in the core to fabricate a concentration 
gradient. It is the reason for the Kirkendall effect. In 
essence, the interaction between tin precursor and SnO2 
was an incentive for formation of hollow nanofibers. The 
outer-diffusion of tin precursor atoms (core) was greater 
than that of the inter-diffusion of SnO2 atoms (shell 
material) and this led to the formation of an empty core. 
The results confirmed that the surface diffusion and lattice 
diffusion created nanograins on the surface of SnO2 
nanofibers. Electrospinning was also used in the synthesis 
of alumina nanofibers (108), ceramic hollow nanofibers 
(109), carbon-SnO2 hybrid nanofibers with tunable 
morphology, (52) and core-shell carbon-metal oxide 
nanofibers (53).

3.5. Hollow nanocages
Solid-solution of ceria and zirconia-containing composites 
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has attracted much attention because of its redox properties, 
releasing capacity, oxygen storage, and thermal stability. 
Therefore, the formation of nearly Ce-Zr-O nanocages by 
the Kirkendall effect is described (110, 111). In this 
synthesis, monodispersed ceria nanospheres were first 
formed as precursors by a hydrolysis process in glycol. 
Afterwards, zirconium (IV) was added into the glycol. The 
formation mechanism of the nanospheres was a two-stage 
growth model in which ceria nanocrystals are nucleated 
first in oversaturated solution and then the formed small 
particles (single-crystal structures) accumulate into larger 
particles (the secondary structures) in polar solvents like 
glycol, water, and ethanol. Water condensation in the 

reaction system is effective on the morphology of the 
obtained ceria (ceria nanocrystal clusters will be spherical 
and nearly cubic-like at low and high water concentrations, 
respectively). It was obvious that the secondary particles 
have high reactivity and diffusing rates for the fabrication 
of a novel hollow structure via the Kirkendall effect. 
Figure 9 shows the formation mechanism of the Ce-Zr-O 
nanocages based on Kirkendall effect. The experimental 
results indicated that when spherical ceria clusters were 
utilized as a precursor, spherical nanocages were acquired. 
On the other hand, near cubic nanocages were obtained 
when near cubic ceria precursor was used (110).

Figure 9.Schematic diagram for the generation of Ce-Zr-O nanocages via the Kirkendall effect

Sacrificial template approach based on the Kirkendall 
effect was applied to the synthesis of Cu7S4 polycrystalline 
nanocages (112) and Cu2S nanocages (113). Thermal 
decomposition of Prussian blue analogue resulted in 
fabrication of Co3O4 porous nanocages (114) and 
conversion of Cu2O nanocrystals into hollow Cu2-xSex 
nanocages (115) were performed by Kirkendall effect.

3.6. Yolk-shell nanostructures
Yolk-shell or rattle-typed nanostructures are recognized as 
a specific kind of core-shell structure with nanoparticle 
cores into hollow shells. In a conventional core-shell 
structure, the core and shell are compactly joined without 
any inter-space (116, 117). FePt@CoS2 yolk-shell 
nanocrystals were synthesized via the Kirkendall effect. 
FePt@CoS2 yolk-shell nanocrystals, as a potent agent, kill 
cancer cells due to their ultrahigh cytotoxity. In the 
synthesis process, after the generated monodispersed FePt 
nanoparticles via the thermal decomposition of iron 
pentacarbonyl (Fe(CC)5) and reduction of platinum 
acetylacetonate (Pt (acac)2), 1,2-dicholorobenzene solution 
of Co2(CO)8 into the refluxing solution containing oleic 
acid, FePt nanoparticles, and trioctylphosphine oxide, 
surfactant was injected for the fabrication of FePt@Co 
core-shell intermediates. Then a solution of sulfur 
dissolved in 1,2-dichlorobenzene was added to form 
FePt@CoS2 yolk-shell nanocrystals via the Kirkendall 
effect process. The porous shells formed by the Kirkendall 

effect led to diffusion of Pt2+ ions out of the shells. Then 
these Pt2+ ions entered the nucleus and mitochondria and 
harmed the DNA chains. This mechanism accounts for the 
creation of high cytotoxicity (118). It should be mentioned 
that a number of other yolk-shell nanostructures (e.g. 
FePt@Fe2O3 (119) and Pt@CoO (120)) are successfully 
synthesized by the same Kirkendall effect mechanism on 
the shell of core-shell intermediates. Yolk-shell nanoboxes 
of monodispersed metal sulfide of Ag2S, CdS, PbS, ZnS, 
and AgInS2 with sizes of 220 nm were synthesized 
through a self-sacrificing template route with two steps of 
ion-exchange based on the Kirkendall effect (121). In the 
synthesis procedure, a Na2S solution was injected into the 
prepared AgCl suspension and the obtained Ag2S was 
employed to synthesize the other metal sulfides. Typically, 
Ag2S was redispersed in methanol Cd(NO3)2 and then 
methanolic solution containing PVP was added and heated 
to 50 C. Finally, a certain amount of TBP was added to 
the mixture and maintained under stirring at 50 (C for 2 h. 
emplate-free hydrothermal route was developed to 
synthesize Pt@CeO2 nanocomposite with tunable core-
shell and yolk-shell structures (122). Multifunctional 
Ag@Fe2O3 yolk-shell nanoparticles were synthesized by 
the Kirkendall effect, and applied for simultaneous capture, 
killing, and removal of pathogens. After the surface 
functionalization by glucose, the Ag@Fe2O3-glucose 
conjugates showed both high capture efficiency of bacteria 
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and potent antibacterial activity (123).

4. CONCLUSION 
In the Kirkendall effect, different atoms can migrate with 
different rates, leading to a shift in the diffusion interface. 
The Kirkendall effect can also act as sacrificial template. 
This templating method is essentially advantageous 
because it needs no extra surface functionalization and 
shell fabrication. For instance, the control of the size of 
interior nanopores is possible by means of annealing in 
high temperatures. Hence, the advantage of using this 
physical phenomenon is in the generation of all kinds of 
hollow nanoobjects. Furthermore, estimation of 
thermodynamics and kinetic aspects indicated that a 
hollow nanosize particle is thermodynamically unstable. 
Nanostructure materials synthesized via the Kirkendall 
effect represent useful properties, such as biocompatibility, 
magnetism, excellent bioconjugation ability, plasmon 
resonance and in vivo targeting efficiency that make them 
promising candidates for use in bioassay, sensing, drug 
delivery system, bioimaging, photothermal therapy, 
magnetic hyperthermia, and simultaneous diagnosis and 
therapy.
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